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I dent if icat ion 

Character Escape Conventions for IBM 026 Keypunches 
D. 'ti idr ig 

Purpose 

During early phases of Multics testing and debugging, 
it will be necessary to utilize both IBM 026 card punches 
and the GE 029 card punches. Although the escape conventions 
for the old ASCII code set are described in BC.2.04, MSPM, 
there is no set of standard escapes for the IBM 026 card 
punch using IBM character set "H". This document provides 
a set of standard escapes, (similar in spirit to the escape 
conventions mentioned in BC.2.04, MSPM) which will enable 
the user to represent the revised ASCII character set 
on punched cards. Note that these conventions are interim 
conventions until older IBM 026 card punches are replaced 
with the newer models containing extended character sets. 
After replacement of the punches, it is expected that 
the escape conventions mentioned in BC.2.04, MSPM, will 
be the only standard. 

Discussion 

The escape character for the IBM 026 card punch is the 
apostrophe,'. It is to be considered a stylized version 
of the ASCII 11 left slant",\, the standard Mu 1 tics escape 
characters. 

Included in the set of escapes for the IBM 026 are two 
of the universal escapes, namely: 

1. 'd 1 d 2 d3 for the octal code d1 d2 d3 (modulo 
128 on input; modulo 512 on output) where 
d1 , d2 , cb a re from O to 7. 

2. ' Ck for a local (j_._g_,_, £.,Qncealed) use of the 
character k which does not ~o into the computer
stored string on input and which is not in the 
computer-stored string on output. 

In addition to the above-mentioned universal escapes, 
the following are available for convenience: 
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ESC.Ll.PE, ', fo 11 owed by 
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') 
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II 

< 
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is equivalent to 

(§.mpersand) 

(double quote) 

(less than) 

(greater than) 

All following alphabetics 
interpreted as lo'IJ'Jer case., 
This is the initial state. 
, 

% 

? 

, 

~ 

(exclamation) 

(Qercent) 

(guestion mark) 

(accent gr.ave) 

(accent acute) 

(.tilde) 

All following alphabetics 
intgrpreted as gpper case. 

[ 

J 

( c i-rcumf lex) 

(left bracket) 

(right bracket) 

The next n alphabetics 
are to be interpreted in 
the oooosite case from the 
present one. 

NL and skip rest of card 

NL and keep reading card 

Skip rest of card and no NL 

BS. (backspace) 

; (semi-colon) 
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ESCAPE, 

, fol lowed by is equivalent to (cont.) I 

(colon) 

= (underscore) 

$ (vertical bar) 

( { ( left brace) 

) } (right brace) 

.. 
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